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Services to Institutions

In recent global competitive scenario the institutions must have a transparent ‘Global Academia-Corporate platform’ that could facilitate the overall solution for organizational requirements and can optimize the overall productivity. Eduplexus considers the dominant factors like, presenting real face and facts of institutions, institutional globalization, online admission assistance, enrichment of human resources and students with advanced corporate level exposure and knowledge transfer, placement oriented globalized candidate profiling facility, quality oriented institutional automation system and online facility for educational accessories. Considering these all predominant requirements Eduplexus, the world first integrated service provider, has come up with an Academia-Corporate platform that could deliver every possible and genuine services to institutions, organizations and individuals.

Few of the dominant contributions of Eduplexus to the Institutions are as follows:

- Globalizing and branding educational institutions or organizations with their real face and facts in most optimum approach.
- Provide in depth and concrete information about institutions on dedicated global web pages.
- Providing institutions a fare, transparent, genuine ranking, based on its performance and allied facilities.
- Eduplexus facilitates an opportunity to build an effective and mutually beneficial ‘Academia-Corporate Relationship’ for overall optimization and quality enrichment.
- Facilitates a unique approach that makes you to come out of localized shell-bounded business operation to a global business arena.
- Eduplexus updates your activities at regular interval to keep your information updated across the cloud.
- Eduplexus provides mutually agreed and cooperative assistance for quality oriented transparent platform for Admission and online management like, counseling for remote candidates, registration, admission, and overall management.
- Facilitates world’s best software solutions for institutional automation system, its development/customization and maintenance.
- Provides the best approach for individual and organizational interaction for enhancing overall productivity and exposure.
- Eduplexus CDC provides industry level training activities for specific technologies by eminent scientist or scholars and vocational training operations free of cost.
- World’s first and the best placement oriented online examination system, candidate profiling and global candidate profile sharing platform to boost up your placement records based on quality.
- Eduplexus proposes to provide life-insurance services for your candidates and educational professional for certain period of time.
- Single click, highly efficient and optimized platform for online order facility for books, magazines, journals, research papers etc..
- On demand facility for result publication on our website for certain limited period.

Admission

Eduplexus provides world’s preeminent and authenticated solution for selecting the best option for your academic needs and it offers a trustworthy and transparent platform to get registered with your interested institute and get application forms, guidance & coordination and ultimately admission assistance. Eduplexus facilitates single click solution for your admission requirements globally on the basis of your expectations and eligibility.

Few of the dominant facilities for admission assistance are as follows:

- World’s best authenticated and genuine platform for online counseling, coordination and admission assistance.
- Eduplexus understands your personal as well as professional expectations and career ahead, hence it promises to lead you towards a successive path and thus it provides best facilities for selection of institutions.
- Eduplexus proposes an online counseling, document verification, profiling, registering and admission confirming platform.
- Highly transparent and trustworthy approach for admission activities in institutions globally.
- 24x7 online counseling, coordination and guidance facility (calling assistance) to remote students with assured success.
- Globalization of the service providers functional in abroad study assistance.
- Providing best approach for channelized operations with allied consulting services.
- Globalizing the brands and consultants operational in this field.
- The best online career counseling facility by educational and market experts.
- World first online platform to get examination or registration forms for various institutions globally.
Software Services

Realizing the fact of "Necessity is the mother of Invention", Eduplexus presents a world class software solution for Institutions and educational organizations. Now a day, there is a need of institutional automation system that could effectively optimize the overall efficiency and productivity of the institutions. Considering these requirements, Eduplexus provides a World Class software application "EduZx" that could optimize and automate the overall institutional activities with negligible complications and user effort. EduZx provides world’s unique approach for automating the activities with highly integrated plans and facilities so that even the institutions could feel proud to have such automation systems. Eduplexus promises to deliver end to end solution with development, customization and maintenance services at economical price with guaranteed satisfaction and appreciation. EduZx is operational in both online as well as offline mode and has established itself as highly robust in every functional circumstances.

The dominant core modules of "EduZx" are as follows:

1. Timetable management system
2. Course/syllabus management system
3. Attendance management system
4. Assignment/examination management system
5. SMS alerts system
6. Login facility for students/faculty
7. Human resource management system
8. Student profile management system
9. Admission management
10. Event/calendar management
11. Fee management system
12. Placement management system
13. Student profiling system
14. Transport management system
15. Security Management system
16. Hostel management system
17. Library management system
18. Feedback module
19. Polling station
20. Store management
21. Blog Services

* Note: Customization, optimization, maintenance and your satisfaction is our guarantee.

Online Examination system

These days the job creators are very specific about the quality of resources they do hire. In order to examine the individual quality these organizations do analyze the performance of individual candidate as well as institution. On the other hand even with skilled resources and academic excellence a number of institutions remain unexhaled by eminent job providers that ultimately causes the unemployability of major skilled resources. The institutions need a transparent platform where they can present their performance and updates of improvement with real facts for attracting job providers. Considering these requirements, Eduplexus provides a multi-dimensional and highly optimized platform for examining global resources based on industry standards. Our approaches do have immense capability for enhancement in personal as well as professional enrichment.

Few of the dominant features for online examination service segments are as follows:

• Regular aptitude test.
• Online examination for different branches and specialization.
• Thorough analysis of results obtained.
• Candidate profiling based on Grades/marks obtained.
• Group examination, if required.
• Extensive reports generation.
• Profiling and profile sharing across corporate clouds.
• Common platform for profile sharing for all institutions.
• Online guidance and induction programs for optimization and enrichment.
Workshop and Seminar

In this competitive arena it is necessary to have a technology oriented exposures like participation in workshops, presenting research and technical papers or even to participate in conferences and seminars. In spite of these, the participation in other events like sports and cultural activities makes the students well versed with their strengthening fields. Even if with such requirements today we lack a global platform that could present the events and their schedules around the globe so that more participants could be benefited. Students must cope-up with pace of the changing trends in the field of Research & Development and for this Eduplexus is determined to provide them a platform to learn that changing trends by extracting the information about the latest workshops, seminars & other events going on around the globe.

Few of the dominant facilities for event explore are as follows:

- Eduplexus provides world’s best global platform to extract the current information about events like workshop, Seminars, Cultural events, Sports etc...
- Sole platform that could facilitate the information about technical activities going on across the globe with minimum search complexity and user effort.
- Online platform that provides the opportunities to take part in any activity going on without the constraints of location, institutions and direct communication.
- Platform that provides online registration, hall ticket generation and official confirmation for participation in any activities within minutes and even with single click effort.
- World class globalization platform for organizations or institutions functional in the field of workshops, seminars and other events in diverse specializations.
- Single click release of notifications regarding activities to be conducted in specific stream and at numerous locations.
- Globalize your brand with your core strength and specializations to lead you towards pinnacle and shining tomorrow.
- Eduplexus is an authenticated, transparent and genuine data that provides a common platform for Academia-corporate segment for enriching the quality of education and further optimizing overall growth.

Training & Interns

Considering the requirements of a global platform for globalizing the training and internships brands with their real face and facts and to explore the information about those service providers, Eduplexus presents world’s first integrated portal. Eduplexus can route your candidature to the specific internship providers with a promise to provide optimum delivery and knowledge transfer.

Eduplexus represents numerous tutors and individual service providers who do possess MoUs with Eduplexus, for delivering a risk free and genuine training and online tuition services. Eduplexus possess world-first platform that do have personal as well as professional criterion based understanding with service providers like trainers and Tutors to deliver the best service in a risk free environment. Eduplexus commits to deliver the best services economically and even with enriched and monitored quality.

Few of the dominant facilities for this service segment are:

- World’s best platform for extracting the real face and facts of dominant training and internship providers.
- Eduplexus provides the best platform where your search for the best training and internship companies ends.
- A place where you can explore about the best training service providers as per your specialization, location and finance.
- Online platform for registering you to your desired training and internship organization.
- Eduplexus facilitates world’s first platform for finding genuine and registered online training and tuition service providers.
- World’s first platform providing authorization of online tutors as per their qualification, skills and specialization.
- A sole platform which possess the MoUs with training/internship institutions and Tutors bureaux so that the quality of service and assurance of proposal could be monitored and facilitated with optimum possible solution.
- Eduplexus represents the allied and authorized service providers who commit to facilitate the best services in training/ internships and online tuitions without violating the customers’ expectations and regulatory protocols.
Research and Development

Few of the dominant facilities for academic R&D service segments are as follows:

- Eduplexus provides a unique platform that presents the real face and facts about the service providers functional in academic research and development activities.
- World first space where localized as well as global service providers can come up from shell-bounded business environments to the global platform for branding their work and facilities.
- World first platform that routes your requirements to the research service providers who commit to provide best and optimum solutions without compromising with your expectations and intellectual enrichment.
- Eduplexus presents the first web platform where your work done and its service quality is supervised transparently in optimal way with assured satisfaction.
- Eduplexus facilitates the sole platform that guarantees that your work is under supervision and is being monitored for its best QoS.
- A unique and integrated platform where you can get the best support and assistance for research oriented requirements with assured QoS and the optimum knowledge transfer.
- Eduplexus is the first platform that commits to enrich the quality of education and your intellectual strength with guaranteed best knowledge transfer and monitors the activities of its allied organizations for getting your proposed work done with the best solutions.

Technical writing services

Few of the dominant facilities for technical writing service segments are as follows:

- Eduplexus provides a platform to extract the information about service providers for technical/academic writing services.
- Extract the information about service providers with their real face and facts.
- Route your requirements to the best service providers that could deliver your requirements with most optimum solution as per your expectations.
- Authorizes the service providers with mutually agreed MoUs, so that the best services could be delivered to the customers.
- Eduplexus promises to route your requirements, only to those service providers who commits to fulfill your requirements in the mutually agreed time duration with specific qualities and financial understanding.
- Eduplexus monitors and certifies for your work done as per your expectations.

Publication

The dominant facilities for publication service segments are:

- Eduplexus represents world’s best global platform to have intellectual sharing, coordination and resource optimization for publication assistance with fastest digital globalization.
- Eduplexus presents an online publication platform for various technical domains under the supervision of 100s of eminent scientists and scholars.
- Eduplexus possess the intellectual sharing and reviewers group that do certify the quality of work done by the candidates applying for publication services.
- Eduplexus provides free conferences and technical seminars for enriching the education and igniting the knowledge of advanced technologies in students and scholars.
- Eduplexus possess (appl.) ISSN certification for online publication services with higher impact factor in international academic arena.
- It represents a transparent and quality oriented approach to publish your work globally with the commitment to make the world aware about your achievements and for further enhancement or applicability.
Who we are?

Eduplexus, a global Academia-corporate platform facilitating diverse and broad services for academic professionals, institutions and individuals, is lead by highly experienced, enthusiast entrepreneurs and technocrats with the ultimate goal to centralize global academic arena on a single globally recognized academia-corporate platform to enhance the quality of education with assured satisfaction and overall growth and productivity.

We proudly introduce our self as the world’s best global educational portal, committed to provide world class quality oriented and authenticated information sharing, globalization and genuine service router point for all sorts of educational requirements.

Eduplexus serves in the field of institutional information sharing, coordination and counseling, facilitating with recent educational activities globally with your own specific requirements, providing you the best path for selection from the mass service providers and possibilities, monitoring and ensuring every academic related requirements. The predominant facilities provided are globalization of institutional information, research and development services globalization, technical activities extraction, institutional software development, maintenance and customization, placement oriented online examination and global profiling, routing for the best service providers, publication and resource extraction for different academia-corporate activities and globalization of allied organizations or individuals based on their real face and facts.

Eduplexus also represents its sister concerns, Stark Technovision and Edumegamart where the later is dedicated to serve you a single click service for educational requirement like Books, stationeries, magazines, e-Books, Research Papers, Technical/Non Technical Books, research/Lab Devices and institutional appliances at your doorstep

Eduplexus possess transparent relations with academic service providers who commit to serve customers with the best possible Quality of Service without compromising with customer’s expectations and its intellectual enrichment.

Our Mission

“To facilitate transparent and authenticated Academia-corporate global platform with the goal to enrich the quality of education with most optimum productivity and globalization”

Our Vision

“Our vision is to provide the world’s best global platform for optimizing the productivity of organizations or individuals with assured quality of services and a promise to make your path lucid and flourish your profession with the shining tomorrow”.

Why Eduplexus?

- It represents world’s best Global Academia-Corporate Platform for presenting real face and facts of institutions and organizations
- The only global platform providing authenticated, transparent and genuine information about every academic related requirement
- A sole platform providing globalization, services, routing to the best service providers and optimizing your overall potential to make you the real leader.
- A single platform dedicated to serve every service segments for educational requirements
- Presents world’s first platform possessing legal understanding between different academic service segments and service providers with the assurance to deliver the best services.
- Eduplexus delivers your requirements with best possible and efficient manner with on time delivery assurance in economical way.
- Eduplexus promises to lead you towards zenith without compromising with your intellectual expectations.